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Dangerous Deceptions Book 4 in the Unrivalled Regency series. Lavenham has been waiting for its new Earl. Crippling debts and years of neglect have transformed the once genteel mansion into a crumbling ruin. If its heir doesn’t come home soon, there will be little but the title for him to claim. Sent to Jamaica as punishment for attempted murder, Lord Edward Ellesworth had a lot to learn about himself and his beyond arrogant attitude. Now, standing on Lavenhams imposing doorstep, where there once stood a plump and pompous prig, five years of almost unendurable misery and overwhelming responsibility have changed him beyond recognition. Simon hadn’t meant to love Edward, but taking the flogging meant for himself had secured far more than Simons everlasting devotion. He only needed to open his mouth and tell the man the truth. A truth he’d kept well hidden under ragged and baggy garments for almost seven years. His only friend on the Jamaican plantation had warned him to trust no one. Now installed in the adjacent bedroom at Lavenham, can Simon entrust the new Earl...

**Reviews**

*This publication may be worth purchasing. it was actually written quite flawlessly and valuable. I am just happy to tell you that this is actually the very best book i actually have study inside my personal life and can be he best ebook for actually.*

-- Frank Nienow

*This is the greatest book we have study right up until now. This can be for all those who state that there was not a worth reading. Your lifestyle period will probably be enhance when you complete looking at this ebook.*

-- Santos Koelpin
Its late 1974, and high school student, Melinda Dawson is in serious trouble. Within two hours of revealing her suspected pregnancy to her parents, shes whisked off against...